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Abstract

The two-fluid model representation for calculations of two-phase flow characteristics in the
FBR fuel pin bundles with liquid metal cooling is presented and analysed. Two conservation
equations systems of the mass, momentum and energy have been written for each phase. Components
accounted the mass-, momentum- and heat transfer throughout the interface occur in the macro-field
equations after the averaging procedure realisation. The pattern map and correlations for two-fluid
model in vertical liquid metal flows are presented. The description of processes interphase mass- and
heat exchange and interphase friction is determined by the two-phase flow regime. The opportunity of
the liquid metal two-phase flow regime definition is analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear reactor heat removal with natural circulation origin in the reactor first
contour, with coolant boiling, with consequent possible dryout in the core (the crisis of heat
exchange), is one of the most unexplored and hardly predictable modes of the NPS accident
situations. Now there is a rather large number of the machine codes for the analysis of similar
processes for reactors with the cooling by water. The problem of modelling the non-stationary
thermohydraulic processes in the fast reactor first contour in which the liquid metal is used as
the coolant is in a more complicated position.

This paper is devoted to description of a two-fluid mathematical model of the heat
exchange process in the fast reactor circulating contour under heat removal conditions. The
presented system of constitutive relations is basically constructed on empirical relations and
essentially depends on a two-phase flow regime. However adequate description of the
boundaries between liquid metal two-phase flow regimes is hampered. That reduces to a
problem of a experimental pattern maps creation which could be used in computer codes for
calculation the non-stationary processes in the fast reactor first contour.

2. THE STATEMENT FOR A MODEL

The necessary assumptions for simplification of full statement for a model could be
defined as follows:
(1) The phases pressure is equal.
(2) Phases velocities on the interface are equal.
(3) The force of joined masses is zero.
(4) The through passage section area function is continious.

With allowance for these assumptions the two-phase flow model will be named as a
two-fluid model of unequal phases velocities and temperatures.

The conservation equations system has the following aspect:
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The conservation equations on the interface can be noted as follows:

(2)

L*=/.s

The system of six differential equations includes six unknowns: hi, hg, w;, wg, <p, p. The
model is made for calculation of processes in a contour with natural circulation. Therefore
mathematically propulsion can be found through a residual of contour segments weights.
Thus, the pressure falls out of an unknown variables list and the initial conservation equations
system undergoes the following modifications:
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That is, the momentum and energy conservation equations for each phase and mass
equation for gas remain without modifications and instead of the mass equation for fluid the
mass equation for a two-phase mixture is decided. In an outcome to a list from five unknowns
sixth is added (w'm): it is possible to describe as a two-phase mixture velocity modification
owing to that the volumetric extension. It is obvious that in difference from the momentum
conservation equations, in which the velocity of each phase is concerning the contour length,
the value w'm is of the rather pseudo-fixed coolant.

So, we have a system of six differential equations with six unknowns: hi, hg, wi, wg, <p,
w'm. We have a list of parameters derivatives from these unknowns: pi, pg, ti, tg, which are
connected by the following relations:

= K (4)
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Pk-tk, (5)
and also series of auxiliary magnitudes:

Sj - the interface boundary length;
Wj - the interface rate;
An, A~ig - the mass exchange velocity on the interface;
Vi, Kg -interphase shear stress of phases;
Twi, Twg - wall shear stress of phases;
qn, qis - interphase heat flux;

g- wall heat flux.

2.1. Interface boundary length

The interface boundary length is directly through magnitude of the interphase area:
Sj = a, • co, (6)

The analysis of calculation techniques data is submitted in [1].
The interphase area depends on a coolant flow pattern as follows:

Nucleate regime [2]:

a , - * (7)

WeKV
where rD = 0.06147 • —r- - Characteristic size of bubbles;

(2pmwRy
We^ = 1-24,
WR = Wg - Wj.

Beam and turbulence regime [3]:

4.5 <P-<P& [ i(Pffl l-<p

dr l-(pgs rp l-<pgs

where (pgs — Average steam fraction on a liquid fuse segment.

Annular and disperse-annular regime [3]:

a - 4 ^ • ' ^ i 3<Pld P (Q\

where <pld - volumetric drops concentration in the steam kernel;

%0 - the grain parameter.

(10)

E' = —-; r volumetric drops concentration (11)

v Ej w,

E = l-exp[-0.23(wg - wE)j - drops fraction (12)
0.25

=2.3 13a-
Pi

- the drops ablation velocity (13)
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Disperse regime [2]:

3(1-9)
aI =

where r =0.06147- U ' °

(14)

2.2. Interface velocity

The interface velocity is generally determined by the friction forces balance equation
in couples vapour - interface and fluid - interface:

$gPg(wg -w/)2 - Znpnfwi - w / = 0 (15)
Which solution has the following aspect:

fagPgg ZnPii) I ^ ^ A K /1
W/ = \- (16)

As reasonable simplification it is possible to suppose that fygpg = %upi. Then the
interface velocity is equal:

W / = ~ ^ (17)

2.3. Interface mass exchange

There are some various groups of constitutive relations intended for an evaluation of a
mass flow through the interface used at a two-fluid models creation for known
thermohydraulic codes:

RELAP5/M0DL [4]
In a model the empirical relation for steam phase generation intensity in all range of

steam fraction is used:

P%
. h:n -h, q-nz ,.

where X = — + 2 quality;
r cor

(pw)0 = 3500 kg/(m2s).

SABENA [5]

Ag = -Ai=Ae + Ac (19)where —d= —±= > 0

( M V-' Ps(tl) P

Jt,
bAc = O (20)

in case ^= - -4L < 0

f M V
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where Xab Xe- condensation and evaporation coefficients accordingly.

THERMIT [6]

With allowance for relation (20):
0, in case T, < Td

T -T
' in CaSe

qw, in case T, >TS

*' •fc-Oc ' 0.015rb

Where a bubble temperature td is calculated by relation:

(22)

(23)

a dr h,

There is very simple in a programming context formula for calculation of a mass
exchange velocity on the interface [2]:

(24)
CO

where n = 1, in case k~ g;
n = 2, in case k = I.

From a mass conservation equation on the interface follows:
An = - Aig e A;= | Aig .

2.4. Interface friction.

The interphase shear stress can be calculated by relation:

have:

,-wJ (25)

The interface rate is determined under the formula (17). With allowance for it we

(26)

where £/ - the interface friction coefficient which depends on a coolant flow pattern and can
be calculated by following relations.

Nucleate regime [7]:
24 4

£ ^ + 04+ ^
Re si Re

(27)

where Re =
Me

Slug regime [3]:

^ =9.8(1-q>Y- (28)
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Turbulence regime [3]:

4, =0.375(1-<p)2. (29)

Annular regime [4]:

" 64
Regl

, in case Re , < 500

64 (l500-Resl) + Rei-mxr fa ^ m < R i m ( 3 0 )

Regl{ 1000 ) 1000

where Regl =

+ 150{l--4<p\ in case Regl>1500

2pgRe(wg-w,)_

Me

Disperse regime [8]:

\Re -vRe )

where K9 =(l — (p)~2J - influence of a disperse phase concentration;

Kwl = expip.OSWe'p3) - influence of a dispersible particles strain;

KMa = 1 + exp\ — Yss ~ m f l u e n c e of a carrying phase compressibility;
I Ma Re )

Iaa - the Makh Number of a carrying phase.

2.5. Wall shear stress of phases.

Generally total two-phase flow friction force on a wall is determined by a relation:

»* (32)
*=/.«

where swk — wall surface which is in contact with the phase k and relayted to a unit of flow
volume.

swk = —^- (D - an equivalent pipe diameter). (33)

The friction description for each phase on channel wall assumes evaluation of a total
two-phase flow friction force on a wall and consequent separation of this force on component
concerning to separate phases. Mechanical interaction of two-phase flow phases with channel
walls is investigated very poorly and requires to accept some assumptions. As such an
assumption it can be considered, that the vapour friction on a wall in nucleate, slug and
disperse-annular regimes is equal to zero. Then the liquid phase friction on a wall is calculated
by relations for a total friction force.

Pin bundles [9]:

Zar
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where

= £'w ¥

¥ =

l + x \ ^ - l

{0.
-1

-0.2 si d

-^gdr Pi '
pw . . . , .

w0 = — circulating velocity;
A

£'wi — the hydraulic resistance coefficient in a bundle for a single-phase flow.

The method of the two-phase flow friction definition on a wall by two-phase factor [2]
is very much widespread also:

Tw=r'r0f; (35)

where r1/ - wall shear stress of an initial single-phase fluid flow;
*: , 20 1 , ,
0: = 1A -i z- - two-phase factor;

X- The Martinelly-Lockart parameter which in case of turbulence flow of both fluid
and gas can be found by the Blasius law:

v 0.2.5

1-x
J.7S

Another path of approximate exposition of separate phases friction forces on a wall
consists of reformulating the problem to appropriate phase flow in some equivalent pipe. In
this case the two-phase flow regime is essential.

Disperse regime (nucleate, disperse-drop):

Reek = —!—: Reynolds Number for phase flows in equivalent pipes;

, 64
•\ = in case 1 < Reek < 2000 [4];

Re.'ek

= = 1.74-2lg
2£
D

• + •
18.7

in case Reek > 4000 [4].

(36)

(37)

In case 2000 < Reek < 4000 the friction coefficient can be determined by the linear
interpolation on variable 1 /Reek as follows:

k (38)

Annular regime (slug, annular, disperse-annular):
The area of vapour phase contact with a wall is equal to zero. The Reynolds Number

of an equivalent flow only for a liquid phase accordingly is:
(l-<p)pt\w,\D

&ed = ;

Mi

And the calculation of friction factors is calculated by the equations (36) - (38).
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2.6. Interface heat exchange.

The heat exchange intensity between phases and interface is characterised by interface
heat exchange factors:

qik = alk-(ti-td (39)
where it is possible to consider the interface temperature to be equal to the temperature of
saturation (// = ts).

The relations for the definition of interface heat exchange factor essentially depend on
a two-phase flow pattern. Their analysis is submitted in [10].

Nucleate and slug regimes:

« . - ^ (40)

where for the liquid phase:

[ / tf T °-63

J . ^
13Ja23+Pe1J13Ja23+Pe1J 31Ja4i+Pe

4
Nu,, = Pe.'- in case Ja« 1, Pe » 1;

Nun =2 + 2<p + 22.5<p2 in case Ja « 1, Pe « 1;

' a,

P

rp - characteristic size of bubbles, of which calculation technique is reduced in item 1.
for the vapour phase Nulg -16.

Disperse-annular regime:

a. - ^ (41)

where Nun = 1.

a*=T^t (42)

where
0.023Re™ Pr0/ \ 4Stldr

* =

Re
g=ps\

w
s-

w>\

$0 - the interface grain parameter;
Si - the fluid film thickness.
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2.7. Heat exchange of phases with walls.

The calculation of heat exchange of phases with channel walls is produced by analogy
to above mentioned calculation of friction forces that is the summarised heat flow between a
wall and coolant is determined and then the distribution of a common flow between phases is:

1»s
w = I X * 5w* ; (43)

k=l,g

qw = Ow • (tw - h);

<Jwk = &wk • (tw ~ tfr)-

For calculation of the heat transfer coefficient from a wall to a two-phase mixture the
following formula [9] can be used:

Nu = 0.017Re™ Pr°w
8Y (44)

where:

Re,,
_ [ pwd |

Y = l + oA—-l\ (l-x) incase —< ¥50;

7 = / + 70(i-x) incase —>450.
Pg

For the heat transfer to a vapour [11]:
Nu = 0.023 Re°g

8-Pr°J

2.8. Criteria of the two-phase flow regimes definition.

The calculation of some thermohydraulic characteristics such as length of the interface
boundary, interface friction, interface heat exchange, friction of phases with walls is based on
the two-phase flow regimes definition. The two-phase flow regimes definition depends on
large number of parameters. Therefore, despite of rather large number of researches carried
out, the problem of the two-phase flow regimes definition remains now appreciably unsolved.
It is the only actual way to describe the boundaries between regimes with the help of
approximate maps of pattern. The large number of parameters influencing to a flow regime
and their complicated association from each other does not allow to construct a "universal"
map of pattern and reduces in a population of pattern maps each of which describes a single
class of two-phase flow.

For steam-water flows there is a series of maps used in calculations and empirically
obtained relations for delimitation of two-phase flow regimes. In the contrary for a liquid
metal two-phase flow there is no pattern map. Therefore it is necessary to investigate the
following problem: whether the use of pattern maps obtained for water boiling in calculations
of liquid metal two-phase flow characteristics is possible, or in view of the liquid metal
boiling process specific feature the construction of a special pattern map is necessary?

As a basis at a construction the pattern map for calculation characteristics of vertical
steam-water flows the Bennett pattern map is used [12]. The Bennett pattern map obtained for
steam-water flows under high pressure conditions in vertical pipes and shown on fig. 1.

In [13] the pattern map for a vertical two-phase flow constructed on the basis of
researches with the laser holography of steam-water flows structural performances is
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presented. The pattern map was constructed under the following conditions: in a pipe by a
diameter d = 8.8 mm at pressure/? = 1 + 6.9 MPa, in an annular channel by a diameter d = 5.5
mm at pressure/? = 1 +9.8 MPa (fig. 2).

There are also dimensionless relations for the regimes boundaries:

For the boundary between nucleate and slug regimes:
x = ±0.01; (45)

For a upper bound of the slug regime:

\-0.2S

(46)

In spite of the fact that both Bennett pattern maps (fig. 1) and Doroschuk pattern map
(fig. 2) are obtained for water boiling under similar conditions of high pressure, the
comparison shows their essential difference (fig. 3). It once again proves the statement about a
complicated association of a two-phase mixture flow regimes from various thermophysic and
hydrodynamic parameters. Though, it is necessary to note, that the Bennett map was
constructed in 1965 when the computing tools could not supply necessary accuracy at
handling of an experimental material, and the Doroschuk map (1985) was constructed by
using the advanced technological developments.

Therefore it is necessary to modificate initial maps with the purpose of a release from
an association of some regimes from the most essential defining parameters.

The modification of maps can be carried out in two directions. The first from them:
whenever possible it is less deviating from a pre-image to facilitate use of a map in calculated
codes by the realisation of the following operations:
- The passage from coordinates (pW, x) to coordinates (pW, <p), that probably will allow with

smaller errors to describe boundaries between regimes not depending on pressure;
- Simplification of the regimes boundaries representation by direct lines;
- The unity of all regimes at large values <p to an annular regime at which all the fluid is

considered to be concentrated in a liquid film on the wall.
The outcome of similar modification of a Bennett map is presented in [14] and is

shown on fig. 4. In a similar way it is possible to conduct modification of a Doroschuk map.
The problem is that the experimental data used at its construction are obtained for large scale
of pressure {p- 1 +9.8 MPa). As corollary specified interval of pressure corresponds broad
interval of steam density on saturation line which in turn is one of the basic magnitudes at the
definition true volumetric steam fraction (p from quality x. Therefore as shown in fig. 5 in an
outcome of Doroschuk map modification regimes boundaries are mapped for various pressure
ambiguously.

The second direction of modification differs by more significantly simplification of a
pattern map rebuilt in coordinates (pW, (p) and introduction of transitional zones between
regimes.

In a fig. 6 and fig. 7 the pattern maps obtained by this method from a Bennett map ([4,
15]) are shown. The slug regime can appreciably be treated as transitional from nucleate to
disperse-annular regime (as-for example in [15]). Therefore in this case the transitional zone
between nucleate and slug regimes is not necessary.

The researches in the liquid metal flows regimes definition are not so rich in
experimental and theoretical data. It is enough to say that a pattern map of liquid metal
adopted for use in calculated codes similar Bennett map does not exist yet. From experimental
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Fig. 1. Bennett pattern map. Regimes:
1 - single-phase flow, 2 - nucleate, 3 - slug, 4 - emulsion, 5- disperse-annular, 6 - annular.

'-0,2 -0,1 0 0,1 0,2 0,3 X

Fig. 2. Doroschuk pattern map. Regimes:
1 - nucleate, 2 - transitional zone, 3 - slug, 4, 5 - disperse-annular.

pattern maps obtained for liquid metal boiling it is possible to reduce a map presented in
Yamaguchi paper [16] constructed for pW < 250 kg/m2s (fig. 8) and a map constructed in
IPPE [17] for a large interval of parameters on the basis of experimental data on eutectic alloy
sodium-potassium (22%-78%) boiling conditions in the fast reactor core under the natural
circulation conditions at pressure 0.6 bars (fig. 9). The comparison between them has shown a
good coincidence (fig. 10).
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X

Fig. 3. The comparison of Bennett pattern map and Doroschuk pattern map.
N — nucleate regime, S — slug regime, E — emulsion regime.

0,6 O,S<P

Fig. 4. The Bennett pattern map modified by the first method. Regimes:

1 - nucleate, 2 - slug, 3 - emulsion, 4 - annular.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 5. The Doroschuk pattern map modified by the first method for different pressure magnitudes.
1 ~ the boundary between nucleate and slug regimes;
2 ~ the boundary between slug regime and disperse-annular regime with waves on

the film;
3 — the boundary between disperse-annular regime with waves on the film and

disperse-annular regime with wave-likes on the film;

Fig. 6. The Bennett pattern map modified by the second method. Regimes:
1 - nucleate, 2 - slug, 3 - turbulence, 4 - annular.
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Fig. 7. The Bennett pattern map modified by the second method

(for the interphase friction description). Regimes:
I - nucleate, 2 - transitional zones, 3 - slug, 4 - annular, 5 — disperse, 6 — emulsion.

T — The first stable regime

A — Pulsations

• — The second stable regime

0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4

Fig. 8. Experimental pattern map constracted by Yamaguchi.
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0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2

T — The first stable regime

• — Pulsations

i. — The second stable regime

Fig. 9. Experimental pattern map, constracted in IPPE.

pW

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.3

X

Fig. 10. The comparison of Yamaguchi pattern map and IPPE pattern map
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It is necessary to note that the difficulty of regimes identification at realisation of
experiments on liquid metals has reduced to the definition of flow regimes by two-phase flow
stability criteria. It is known that in liquid metal two-phase flow there are the same regimes as
in steam-water flows. In [18] in the analysis of experimental data on sodium boiling presented
in [19] three basic boiling regimes are selected: nucleate (small steam fraction values and
minor flow rate fluctuations), slug (significant fluctuations of the flow rate), disperse-annular
(the drop of fluctuations and passage to stable flow is observed). Proceeding from this for a
determinacy as the first approximation it is possible to put in the correspondence the first
stable flow to the nucleate regime, unstable regime to the slug regime, the second stable
regime to the transitional from slug to disperse-annular regime and disperse-annular regime.

Fig. 11 and 12 demonstrate the difference of Bennett and Doroschuk maps from
Yamaguchi and IPPE pattern maps. It confirms the statement about essential association of
regimes boundaries on many parameters, in this case from pressure and coolant properties.
Hence comparison is necessary to realise on pattern maps modified by the first method and
presented in coordinates (pW, <p). The comparison of a modified Bennett map with an
integrated Yamaguchi and IPPE modified map is shown on fig. 13. From fig. 13 it is visible
that the modified Bennett map is not necessary for application in the liquid metal two-phase
flow calculations. It is impossible adequately to modify a Doroschuk map (fig. 5) in a similar
way. Therefore in a plan of calculations is it also unsuitable. Besides on fig. 14 it is shown
that the approximating lines designed on the formulas (45), (46) also inadequately describe the
liquid metal two-phase flow regimes boundaries.

Thus for calculation of a two-phase liquid metal flow it is necessary to use
experimental pattern maps obtained just for liquid metal. We take into account the IPPE
pattern map because it is obtained for the greater range of the flow rate and steam fraction
magnitude than Yamaguchi pattern map. After excluding from reviewing experimental points

pW

800

700 V — The first stable regime

— Pulsations

— The second stable regime

— The first stable regime

— Pulsations

-- The second stable regime

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.3

X

Fig. 11. The comparison of Bennett pattern map and Yamaguchi-IPPE pattern map.
1 — the boundary between nucleate and slug regimes
2 ~ the boundary between slug and emulsion regimes
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with leaving only boundaries between regimes and presenting obtained map on the plot in
coordinates (pW, (p) we produce a new pattern map (fig. 15). It can be used in computer codes
for calculation of the liquid metal two-phase flow characteristics at atmospheric pressure
under the natural circulation conditions in the fast reactor core (heat removal conditions).

0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.3

X

Fig. 12. The comparison of Doroschuk pattern map and Yamaguchi-IPPE pattern map.
1 — the boundary between nucleate and slug regimes
2 — the boundary between slug and disperse-annular regimes

pW
4,000

3,600

3,200

2,800

2,400

2,000

1,600

1,200

800

400

0

Bennett Yaif^guchi-IPPE

\

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 13. The comparison of Bennett pattern map
and Yamaguchi-IPPE pattern map modified by the first method.

1 -- nucleate regime; 2 - slug regime; 3 - emulsion regime;
4 -- disperse-annular and annular regimes.
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(45) (46)

200

100

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.3

T

A

•

T

•
A

Yamasuchi

— The first stable regime

— Pulsations

— The second stable regime

IPPE

— The first stable regime

— Pulsations

— The second stable regime

Fig. 14. The comparison of regimes boundaries calculated by formulas (45), (46), and
regimes boundaries on the Yamaguchi-IPPE pattern map.

pW

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.95

<P
Fig. 15. The IPPE pattern map modified by the first method.

1 ~ nucleate regime; 2 -- slug regime; 3 ~ disperse-annular and annular regimes.
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CONCLUSION

Due to detail phases interaction description and thermohydraulics of non-stationary
conditions the two-fluid model is effective in calculations of non-stationary processes in
nuclear reactors in various accident situations as compared, for example, with a homogeneous
model. The statement of the problem presented in the paper in an approximation of equal
pressure both unequal phases velocities and temperatures has the closed system of constitutive
relations. This constitutive relations system is used in connection with an adjacent problem of
a two-phase flow regimes boundaries definition (in this case for liquid metal flow). The
difficulties in a construction of a two-fluid model for exposition of a liquid metal flow are
connected basically with insufficient knowledge in the field of interphase interaction
characteristics connections. It is necessary to select constitutive relations very accurately,
correctly justifying their applicability for the appropriate conditions. Therefore the model
presented in this paper requires the careful analysis and checking that it is possible to realise
only by means of computer code creation on the basis of this model and its verification on
experiments.
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